MicroSPI – Minature SD Card Based
Solid State Disk Drive
Welcome to MicroSPI, a minature solid state floppy disk drive jukebox style storage upgrade for the BBC
Micro range of computers.
This simple device allows up to 511 single sided floppy disk images
images to be stored on a MicroSD card, and
each disk can be selected by the system, and used as if it were a floppy
floppy disk. It can write data as well as read,
and is ideal as a budget entry level storage device, as well as being ideal as a simple gaming jukebox.

Fitting the MicroSPI
The
he MicroSPI comes in two parts. The first is a small PCB board, which fits underneath the BBC Micro and
plugs into the “User Port”. Ensure the board is plugged in with the components facing outwards, as per the
photos below. If you can
an see an empty PCB, with the words “RetroClinic”, and “MicroSPI Issue 1”, you’ve
plugged it in backwards!
Note on the Master 128, it is a tight fit, you need to angle the board as you fit it into the User Port, then
straighten it as you push it home. You should not have to force it to fit, it should be a firm secure fit.

The other part is a ROM, which will need to be fitted to one of the ROM sockets on the BBC Micro.
Initially, I would recommend fitting the ROM to the right most socket on a Model B, or the third socket
down on a Master. Refer to your User Guide if you’re unfamiliar with fitting a ROM to the BBC, or contact
me for help.

Loading a MicroSD Card
If your kit came with a pre-loaded MicroSD card, you can skip this bit, and go on to Using the MicroSPI. If
not, then you will need a MicroSD card to plug into the MicroSPI. This can be any type of MicroSD or
Transflash card. Ideally something around 1-2GB will be more than enough. The easiest way to start using
the system is to format a card on your PC, one continuous partition, FAT or FAT32 (not NTFS, EXT etc),
then add the Stairway To Hell archive, called BEEB.MMB. This is available on my website here, along with
other documents and information:
http://www.retroclinic.com/docs/index.htm
NOTE: The Stairway to Hell archive is offered as a free download for you to use at your own discretion.
No responsibility can be assumed for any game missing or not working. Not every game works on every
specification of machine!
Once you have formatted your card and loaded that file, insert it into the MicroSPI board.

Using the MicroSPI
With the kit fitted, turn on your BBC Micro. The way to use it differs slightly depending on your BBC
Model. This next section assumes you have loaded the Stairway To Hell archive on a caard fitted to the
device, and that any co-processor is turned off.
For a Model B, you should see the Smart SPI bootup message, and BASIC. To then load the menu, do a
Shift-Break - hold down one of the SHIFT keys, while pressing and releasing BREAK, and you should see
the RetroClinic logo, and a menu appear. On a Master 128, you need to do a Shift-S-Break – hold down one
of the SHIFT keys, along with the “S” key, then press and release BREAK. This will load the menu. You
may also need to do this on a Model B, if you have not fitted the ROM in the highest priority socket, and
you have another filing system fitted, like a DFS or Econet.
If you have a 6502 CoProcessor fitted (or a Raspberrty Pi Co-Pro with the 6502 core selected), the system
will auto-boot into the executive version of Elite, as that is the only Tube compatible game in the archive.
For either manchine, you can also navigate the system manually, please see the DUTILS info leaflet on my
website for more info on this and other commands the system uses.
If you have fitted the ROM into a different socket, *CARD will select the SPI filing system. Note SmartSPI
doesn’t have the most user friendly messages in *HELP. Sometimes it can look as if it’s not present at all,
but you should see a line with “DUTILS” at some point, usually if you have another filing system fitted.
This shows the ROM is present and loaded.
If it shows “Card?” then the ROM is unable to locate a card loaded into the MicroSPI board. This may be
due to the card being formatted incorrectly, an incompatible card, or the BBC Micro’s User Port being
defective. Contact me for help at this point if you need to, as well as if you require any other assistance.
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